
Your Name Thank Yinz Nominee(For this pilot program, only Department of Pediatrics faculty are eligible)Reason for "Thank Yinz"(Reasons for nomination will be shared. Please avoid any PHI in nominations.)

BURMAN, DEEPAMD MUZUMDAR, HIRENMD

Thank Yinz for always being a great support, 
wonderful colleague and friend i can fall back 
on whenever i am getting overwhelmed. Thank 
yinz for all you do for the fellowship program, 
the fellows and for patients always going that 
extra mile. 

BURMAN, DEEPAMD DOVEY, MARKMD

Thank Yinz for being the pillar of support of the 
division and for standing up for all the faculty 
even if it means pushing back on forced 
initiatives out of your comfort zone at times. 
Thank Yinz for all you do for the faculty and staff 
including clinical stuff, administrative stuff and 
keeping track of holiday gifts and so much 
more. 

LARKIN, ALLYSON MD CHONG, HEY JINMD, PhD
Thank you for being a great team leader and 
patient advocate. You are truly the best! 

LARKIN, ALLYSON MD DEAL , CHRISTIN MD 

Thank you for always having such a positive 
attitude! You always exemplify an upbeat and 
professional tone in clinic. It’s nice to work 
together!

LARKIN, ALLYSON MD FORNO, ERICKMD
Appreciate your leadership and tireless efforts 
to keep things moving in a forward direction!

CHONG, HEY JINMD, 
PhD DEAL , CHRISTIN MD 

I’m here at Pinnacle and thinking of all the 
work you put in to make things work here.  I’m 
very grateful to you! 

GAIETTO, 
KRISTINAMD ROSSER, FRANZISKAMD, MPH

Franziska is a great friend and colleague! When I 
needed to talk about a challenging patient 
situation involving a very frustrated family, 
Franziska paused what she was doing and 
genuinely listened. Her kindness helped me 
mentally reset and continue to care for patients 
the rest of the day. 

ANTONUCCI, 
MARIAMD EICHMAN, ADELAIDEMD

I see you! You’re working so hard and doing 
such a good job as a leader in the division. Xo, 
Maria 



TAS, VILDANMD STALEY, PATRICIAMD

Tricia, you are amazing. Thank you for all you 
do for me to get acclimated to my new job. You 
have been so patient to my questions and I 
appreciate your support and help! 

FREEMAN, MEGANMD MICHAELS, MARIANMD Thanks for your help with my new CMV patient!

FREEMAN, MEGANMD DALEY, JESSICAMD
Thanks for being my on call heme/onc phone a 
friend. :)

FREEMAN, MEGANMD POHOLEK, CATHERINEMD
Thanks for being my on-call rheumatology 
phone-a-friend. :)

KEMALADEWI , DWI 
PhD LAMITINA, SAMUEL TODDPHD

I would like to thank Dr. Lamitina and Dr. Nolfi-
Donegan for their leadership in K-writing 
classes for postdocs and fellows in the past few 
months. 

First (the most important!), these sessions ran 
after working hours. They went above and 
beyond to ensure participants were fed. Freshly-
baked cookies, pizzas, sushi, and many more 
kept our budding scientists' tummies happy 
and their spirits high. 

As intended, the constructive criticisms 
provided to the applicants improved their draft 
proposals tremendously. However, speaking as 
a junior faculty whose mentee participated in 
this class, Dr. Lamitina and Dr. Nolfi-Donegan's 
feedback also elevated my research program. 
They indirectly gave me a fresh outlook on the 
questions I would like to tackle in my lab. 
While the class clearly targeted postdocs and 
fellows, there were plenty of "indirect" benefits 
beyond the intended audience. 

Having said that, Dr. Lamitina and Dr. Nolfi-
Donegan were VERY understanding when 
postdocs & fellows submitted their 
assignments slightly late because of all the 



KEMALADEWI , DWI 
PhD NOLFI-DONEGAN, DEIRDREMD

I would like to thank Dr. Lamitina and Dr. Nolfi-
Donegan for their leadership in K-writing 
classes for postdocs and fellows in the past few 
months. 

First (the most important!), these sessions ran 
after working hours. They went above and 
beyond to ensure participants were fed. Freshly-
baked cookies, pizzas, sushi, and many more 
kept our budding scientists' tummies happy 
and their spirits high. 

As intended, the constructive criticisms 
provided to the applicants improved their draft 
proposals tremendously. However, speaking as 
a junior faculty whose mentee participated in 
this class, Dr. Lamitina and Dr. Nolfi-Donegan's 
feedback also elevated my research program. 
They indirectly gave me a fresh outlook on the 
questions I would like to tackle in my lab. 
While the class clearly targeted postdocs and 
fellows, there were plenty of "indirect" benefits 
beyond the intended audience. 

Having said that, Dr. Lamitina and Dr. Nolfi-
Donegan were VERY understanding when 
postdocs & fellows submitted their 
assignments slightly late because of all the 

SOGAWA, 
YOSHIMIMD AL-RAMADHANI, RUBAMD

In advance of covering my call this coming Sat 
during a concert that my daughter is looking 
forward to!

SKLIROU, EVGENIAMD GARRISON, JESSICAMD

Thanks for the excellent team work this week!!

Evgenia

FINK, ERICKAMD RUBIN, SARAHMD, MS
Thank you for championing PICU families and 
CIRCLE ⭕ 🌸 🌸 🌸

FINK, ERICKAMD FUHRMAN, DANADO, MS
Congratulations on our fellow class and thanks 
for all you do so well 🌟 🌟 🌟



VELLODY, 
KISHOREMD SRINATH, ARVINDMD

Dr. Srinath was extremely helpful during a 
recent weekend in high PHM census to take 
patients with GI conditions onto his service 
primarily.  This teamwork he provided was 
invaluable!

VELLODY, 
KISHOREMD RAPKIN, LOUISMD

Dr. Rapkin was extremely helpful during a 
recent week of service with high PHM census to 
take patients with Heme/Onc conditions onto 
his service primarily.  This teamwork he 
provided was invaluable!

VELLODY, 
KISHOREMD FOLLANSBEE, CHRISTOPHERMD

Dr. Follansbee has provided same day 
cardiology consultation on several patients I 
have seen in the Erie outreach, even arranging 
echocardiogram studies so that families did not 
have to return on a separate day.

MILLER, 
ELIZABETHMD CULYBA, ALISONMD,Phd

Thank you for your extraordinary efforts 
building and growing the ET3 program, and all 
that you do to advocate for the safety of our 
youth and their families! 

MILLER, 
ELIZABETHMD SYED, TAHNIATMD

Thanks for your exceptional leadership as our 
Clinical Director and the truly outstanding care 
you provide for our young people. You totally 
rock! 

MILLER, 
ELIZABETHMD KAZMERSKI, TRACIMD,MS

Thank you for your exceptional leadership in 
our transition care program, and for all that 
you do to ensure all our youth receive high 
quality sexual and reproductive health care.  
You rock!

VAJRAVELU , MARY 
ELLENMD

VU-BOAST, BACH-MAI 
(KATHERINE)MD

Thanks for always being friendly and 
supportive, even when it comes to sharing your 
office if needed! :)

VAJRAVELU , MARY 
ELLENMD JEAN , AMYMD

Thanks for always thinking about our studies 
and helping with recruitment!



DUNNICK, 
JENNIFERMD CONTI, KAVITHAMD Fixing all the problems, big and small

FORSYTH, 
RAELYNNMD SKLIROU, EVGENIAMD

Thanks for covering inpatient for me while I got 
my tooth fixed! You’re the best. 

ZARIT, JENNIFERMD STALEY, PATRICIAMD For your support at Magee

LOVALLO, 
AMANDAMD CRAMER, NATAN MD 

Thank you Natan for #1 volunteering to 
facilitate at journal club- *really* appreciate it! 
and #2 joining me for our obs condition-- 
always such a smart emergency medicine 
physician, and a wonderful colleague to work 
beside and talk through cases with!! 

LOVALLO, 
AMANDAMD MCANINCH, BRETTMD

Thank you Brett for giving that dreaded 8am 
EMEC lecture... which, as always, was so 
informative and interesting. Thanks also for 
sticking around for the fellow lecture!

LOVALLO, 
AMANDAMD RIXE , NANCY MD

Thank you, Nancy, for coming to talk at EMEC! 
You are an excellent and engaging speaker!

LOVALLO, 
AMANDAMD JANOFSKY , STEPHEN MD

Thank you, Steve, for working your butt off on 
surge island this week-- you really helped each 
and every patient you saw, and the dept as a 
whole. I always look forward to working with 
you!

LOVALLO, 
AMANDAMD CONTI, KAVITHAMD

Thank you for being a strong, intelligent, and 
assertive female leader. You are an inspiration, 
but thank goodness you do all that you do, 
because I would never want your role(s!) 
Even more so, thank you for always being such a 
supportive colleague, mentor, and friend :-)



CUMMINGS, 
DANAMD, PhD SAFIER, ROBERTMD

Thank you for your clinical leadership and 
attention to the needs of our extraordinary 
patients and families!

CUMMINGS, 
DANAMD, PhD CLEVES BAYON, CATALINAMD

Thank you for your disciplined atrention to 
detail for our patients affected by complex 
neurologic disorders

CUMMINGS, 
DANAMD, PhD CRUMRINE, PATRICIAMD

Thank you for your extraordinary and 
longstanding commitment to our patients and 
your national leadership in child neurology. I 
know thos coffee encourages your flourishing!

DUNNICK, 
JENNIFERMD PHILIP, VIPINMD

Thank you for staying well past the end of your 
shift to help me overnight

DUNNICK, 
JENNIFERMD RIXE , NANCY MD

Thank you for staying well past the end of your 
shift to help me overnight

DUNNICK, 
JENNIFERMD JANOFSKY , STEPHEN MD

Thank you for staying well past the end of your 
shift to help me overnight

SPEARS, NOELMD SZYMUSIAK, JOHNMD, MS
Dedication to helping faculty with knowledge 
about UPSOM three rivers curriculum. 

PANKO, LAURAMD GARRISON, JESSICAMD

Thank you for following the CSF culture results 
for me during your busy call weekend and for 
the update! I know it added to an already full 
clinical plate. I appreciate you!



ARNOLD, 
GEORGIANNEMD WOERNER, AUDREYMD

As Clinical Director Dr. Woerner works 
tirelessly to negotiate for us and keep us 
updated, while always having a patient ear to 
listen and understand.  

WOERNER, 
AUDREYMD ORTIZ, DAMARAMD

Thank you for all of the hard work that you do 
for our Genetics Residency program!

WOERNER, 
AUDREYMD GONZALEZ, LINAMD

Thank you for always being willing to cover in 
an emergency!

JOSEPH, HEATHERDO LEVENSON, JESSICAPhD
Thank you for sharing your expertise in 
behavior sleep medicine! 

JOSEPH, HEATHERDO SCHREIBER, JUSTINDO, MPH
Thank you for your never ending enthusiasm 
and responsiveness in regard to patient care.

AZHDAM, DEVORA 
BITAMD CONTI, KAVITHAMD

Thank you for always being there for all your 
colleagues in so many ways, and specifically for 
helping to piece together coverage for me the 
night I was sick! 

AU, ALICIA KA WINMD ANEJA, RAJESHMD

I would like to thank Dr. Aneja for being such an 
amazing mentor and colleague. He has always 
been extremely supportive throughout my 
career, most recently in my transition to 
Medical Director. Thank yinz!!!

WILLIAMS, ALLISON 
MD VALENTE , MATTHEWMD

Dr. Valente was extraordinarily supportive and 
helpful during a very stressful clinical week for 
me! He willingly stepped in to me navigate how 
to handle receiving my first subpoena. Very 
thankful for his support!

SUNSERI, 
WHITNEYMD CLAVELL, MARIA IMD

Running an impossibly busy GI service, you are 
a BOSS BABE!

NOORBAKHSH, 
KATHLEEN MD HEWETT, ELIZABETHMD

For always thinking of others in the ED and 
offering to buy coffee. Specifically, for helping 
me with a particularly difficult challenge on 
shift. Thank you!
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